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Within our DNA, there is a very unique field of
consciousness that reflects our Divine origins. I have a
particular interest in this field of consciousness because
of its behavior—expanding and uniting with similar fields.
I believe that these fields serve humanity and generate a
unifying field of social-consciousness.

Consciousness drives cellular behavior and has the
power to influence an environmental outcome. Science
has already proven how the observer’s consciousness
can affect the outcome of the experiment. Notably, in
1952, on the Island of Kishoma, research entitled the
“Hundredth Monkey” phenomenon inferred that when
a limited number of individuals know a ‘new way’, it re-
mains the conscious property of those individuals.
However, when more individuals manifest this new
awareness, the field is strengthened, a critical mass is
reached, and the awareness becomes the conscious
property of all. This new awareness is communicated
mind to mind (From The Hundredth Monkey by Ken
Keyes Jr.). Behavioral and social scientists know that con-
sciousness influences behavior. Once there is a behavior,
there is an experience, and thus wisdom becomes
grounded in physical expression.

According to the renowned Japanese Biologist, Dr.
T. Kishina, civilizations have their roots within humanity’s
collective DNA. He theorized that the human biological
design has masterminded its own Spiritual survival. He
suggests that our DNA proliferates toward a purer emo-
tional state of existence because it possesses the wisdom
to flourish and achieve a higher state of existence—Spiri-
tuality.

I speculate that the essence of our Divine Nature is
rooted within our DNA. By some radical means, when
the DNA gets activated—a codon acceleration and
expansion process—a higher functioning field of
consciousness becomes dynamic. From the results of
my work in the field of holistic psychology, performing
DNA Activations with clients, and through observing the
global community’s increasing impetus for world peace,
I find this field to be an inherent aspect of royalty encoded

for the Human Spirit.

On a global level, the collective expression of this
field of consciousness is what I term the “Genetic Grid.”
The “Grid” is beyond philosophical theory. More con-
cretely, it is anchored into physical DNA. Herein lies the
key principle—the Genetic Grid functions behaviorally. In
this behavior, the genetic properties of our royalty—that
is, our Divine Nature—becomes our environment.

It is important for each of us to absorb the concept
the Genetic Grid. Though unseen, the Grid coalesces with
the mechanics of Earth Consciousness. This could be
envisioned as a white glow around the planet. Imagining
this concept creates it. Each of us must fulfill our des-
tiny—our purpose in Life. Creating one soul, one humanity,
one heart generates Unity Consciousness. In turn, Unity
Consciousness reunites us with inner and outer God—
our loving Intelligence or Infinite Being. The Genetic Grid
symbolizes this process. The inherent wisdom of this en-
vironment can be unleashed and become a great and
most powerful resource for change. How? Because, with
the activation of the Genetic Grid, Spirit now has the
mechanism to create. Previously, Spirit could only influ-
ence. With this construct in place, the collective body that
orchestrates the Genetic Grid can become a major player
in redefining humanity’s social, political, and spiritual en-
vironments.

The Genetic Grid is not a theory; it’s a physical force.
Once collectively anchored as a unifying field of social
consciousness, it will evolve to become one of the prime
methods for Spirit to create change on the planet. As the
Genetic Grid expands, it’s collective field of conscious-
ness becomes a balancing force to that energy which
sustains materialism and consumer consciousness. Even-
tually, it becomes the vehicle fostering Divine Duality that
eradicates the pitfalls of materialistic duality.

Permit me to position my point of view. Evil is the
absence of love and can be expressed as the opposing
forces of duality. Darkness and shadows of life are its
expressions. The misuse of money and selfish quest for
power offset global love and constantly agitate
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materialistic duality. Notwithstanding, money is beautiful,
for it represents a unique flow of earthly energy. Money
can serve mankind when properly used as a loving
energy. Unfortunately, most of money and power are
controlled by the upper few percent of our society—
indeed, a very influential subculture.

To maintain control without intrusion, this select few
protect themselves behind invisible layers—likened to a
yoke of an egg. Where do these layers exist? We know
that every egg has a shell, a shell membrane, the white
albumen, and then another membrane around the yel-
low yoke. These peripheral constructs serve as layers of
protection. When you take a closer look, you may real-
ize the alternative use of the police, civil and corporate
law, and the many socio-economic barriers that are in
place, just as the nucleus of an egg is protected. Sadly
enough, we are ironically and consciously motivated to
serve this subculture.

How can this influential subculture of controlling
self-interest better blend and become more attuned with
the rest of our societies—that is, softened with love—is
Spirit’s job. To do this, the Genetic Grid must be in place.
When Spirit wants to incur social change on Earth, it
needs to create a behavioral change. Spirit needs to be
genetically anchored in our DNA as a creative force, not
solely as an influential force. If this paradox were not
true, then Spirit would have already made the necessary
social and environmental shifts for the sake of improv-
ing the condition of humanity. But Spirit cannot, except
through enlightenment, and that’s a slow process.

Moses, Akhanaten, Abraham, Buddha, Jesus, and
Mohammed all came as Enlightened Beings. They initi-
ated many schools of thought and many religions.
Theology and theory are slow and ineffective because
their use of intellectualization and rational thinking is
not grounded in the body. Spirit’s word for humanity
needs to be grounded, as the Bible clearly states, “…the
word was made flesh…” Once Spirit has genetic behav-
ior in place, it can express itself on Earth and begin to
create the environment of a Divine Duality we call Heaven.

We are the true kings and queens of our civilization.
Who, in any culture or subculture was truly appointed a
king and a queen by God or an Infinite Being—no one,
not as of late, anyway. Man made coronations have

interfered with the Divine Plan for centries. It’s time for
Spirit to do its own work of remodeling the behavior of
our society. Spirit needs to be anchored on the Earth Plane
genetically. This is why so much focus is being placed on
raising consciousness and the unfolding function of our
DNA. Existing within our genetic codes are the archetypal
codes of our beauty and royalty. Herein lies the field of
consciousness that will set our society free. As the Divine
Plan unfolds: the Unified Field of Unity Consciousness can
finally be ascertained and expressed.

The Genetic Grid comprises every human being who
has experienced an acceleration of his or her DNA. This
evolving population includes, but is not limited to, those
who have had near death experiences (NDE), some form
of DNA Activation, DNA Activations through music and
sound, or rebirth in their acceptance of the Mother-Father
God Principles. It also includes Indigo children, their par-
ents and grandparents, those who are in the process of
attaining higher consciousness with the conscious goal of
service to one’s Highest Good, and the Highest Good of
others.

In summary, Spirit’s success on Earth depends on our
human ability to increase the conscious and physical ac-
celeration of our DNA. It depends on our behavior
expressed in a royal fashion—for we are all royal beings.
Let’s strive to generate a global Genetic Grid through ex-
pressing our royal selves. Let’s not get off the planet, but
rather change the way we live on it and let Spirit do the
rest.

In the Light of It All— Peace,

Dr. Robert V. Gerard
11 September 2005
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